
Build your own panel Tutorial. Rory Thomson December 2011.

Fantasy Panel built for a McDonnell Douglas MD90.

This Tutorial is totally free you may distribute it among your friends in any form you like the only 
restriction is that nothing is added too or taken out of it. Thank you.

I will show you in this tutorial how to modify an existing panel and improve on it. In so doing you will 
learn the basics of panel design. With careful application you can build a panel from scratch (as I have 
done in the above picture) with what you learn. I am taking a panel for a Boeing 747 that is not to my 
liking and modifying it to better suite my needs, we will also build a pop up to make this a totally 
functional panel. Accompanying this tutorial will be detailed pictures to make what I say more 
understandable.

You will need to download as many existing panels in order to build up a base stock to draw gauges from 
when building your own panels. You will need b747-243.zip available from Flightsim.com to use as a base 
for your modification. Now I prefer the Posky Boeing 747-200 so I will now copy the panel folder found in 
the b747-243.zip zip file into the Posky version overwriting the original. Now we need the gauges and 
sounds to be placed into their respective folders as well.

Now we are ready to begin. 

Find a photo of the inside of a 747 cockpit showing the upper panels, this is where ScreenHunter comes 
in handy, take a picture of the upper panel section only, the rest of the panel is unnecessary. We will edit 
this shortly. Now open the panel folder and open 747main.bmp with Windows paint. Pick a color that 
will stand out and color the open window section with it, I am using white. If you have followed the 



instructions correctly you will see fig.1

If it is right so far recolor the section of the panel we are doing away with until you have fig.2.

Now re color the white section black. Remember, black is a nonexistent color as far as the panel program 
is concerned so it won’t show up on the screen when you load the aircraft. Important SAVE the bitmap 



as exactly what it was before it was loaded i.e.: 747main and in the same format as some formats do not 
work for panels. Now take the picture you have and isolate the part you are going to use as I have in 
fig.3.

We are not finished yet though we now need to remove the light switches that we will replace with the 
working light switches found in the default 747 but we will get there yet,  just cut and paste sections of 
the panel over the switches or delete them as is necessary in order to get them off the picture until you 
have fig.4. 

As you can see I have also removed other superfluous buttons and knobs and done a little cosmetic 
surgery as well. If this is difficult then use fig.5 to do the next step. 



Now copy the upper section of the 747main.bmp that we modified and paste it onto fig.5 making sure to 
blank out the black so that the elements of fig.5 remain visible. If you do this correctly you will have 
fig.6. 

 



Now, copy and paste again this time the now finished version of fig.6 to 747main to end up with fig.7. 

When you load the aircraft now you should see fig.8.

Now comes the exciting bit. If you look carefully you will see that the auto brake switch doesn’t fit the 
space allocated to it. So now we will start playing with gauges.



Go to the panel folder and open the document titled Panel in windows notebook you will see the 
following:

// This Panel.cfg file created by FS Panel Studio - http://www.fspanelstudio.com
// Built by Capt. Italo D'Attomo and Capt. Giovanni Quai

[Window Titles]
Window00=Main Panel
Window01=GPS
Window02=TO_DATA
Window03=FE panel
Window04=LDG_DATA
Window05=PUSHBACK

Fixed Window30=REAR

[VIEWS]
VIEW_FORWARD_WINDOWS=0,GPS_PANEL,42,1

VIEW_REAR_WINDOWS=30

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window00]
file=747main.bmp 
size_mm=1320
position=7
visible=1
ident=0

gauge00=ID_747_ADI!ID_747_ADI,  183,532,184,150
gauge01=Extra-300!Magnetic-Compass,  1264,85,60,63
gauge02=ID_747_FlapInd_OBD!ID_747_FlapInd_Obd,  1105,546,93,90
gauge03=ID_747_FlapInd_INBD!ID_747_FlapInd_INBD,  1105,648,93,90
gauge04=ID_747_flap_lever!ID_747_flap_lever,  1015,747,40,155
gauge05=737-400!Flaps Ext,  1157,738,41,20
gauge06=737-400!Flaps Transit,  1108,738,41,20
gauge07=ID_747_Pitot_Sw!ID_747_Pitot_Sw,  1000,19,26,31
gauge08=ID_747_PrkLvr!ID_747_PrkLvr,  812,904,28,55



gauge09=ID_747_PrkBrk_Lt!ID_747_PrkBrk_Lt,  844,940,13,26
gauge10=ID_747_Ap_fma!ID_747_Ap_fma,  393,440,190,89
gauge11=ID_FD_Sw!ID_FD_Sw,  641,373,10,23
gauge12=ID_747_AP_Sw!ID_747_AP_Sw,  729,372,22,61
gauge13=ID_ap_altHld_Sw!ID_ap_altHld_Sw,  1094,394,19,26
gauge14=MD747!TAS,  1132,  796 ,44,20
gauge15=Boeing777-300!Pitch_Trim_Ind,  795,812,20,106
gauge16=Boeing777-300!Pitch_Trim_Ind,  1062,812,20,106
gauge17=SimIcons!GPS Icon,  6,865,26,26
gauge18=SimIcons!Kneeboard Icon,  34,865,26,26
gauge19=SimIcons!Map Icon,  62,865,26,26
gauge20=SimIcons!ATC Icon,  90,865,26,26
gauge21=Boeing777-300!Autostart,  840,32,22,24
gauge22=Kingair!Master_Caution,  293,450,50,35
gauge23=ID_747_Spoil_Lvr!ID_747_Spoil_Lvr,  844,739,30,158
gauge24=ID_747_AP_Sw!ID_747_AP_Sw,  811,372,22,61
gauge25=ID_747_FltCtrls_Ind!ID_747_FltCtrls_Ind,  513,771,117,113
gauge26=ID_747_Nav1_Freq!ID_747_Nav1_Freq,  525,375,95,46
gauge27=ID_747_Nav2_Freq!ID_747_Nav2_Freq,  1222,372,95,40
gauge28=ID_747_SpdMach_Wdw!ID_747_SpdMach_Wdw,  691,355,73,22
gauge29=ID_747_Crs_Wdw!ID_747_Crs_Wdw,  855,353,60,22
gauge30=ID_747_Hdg_WdwV2!ID_747_Hdg_WdwV2,  845,399,44,14
gauge31=ID_SpdMach_SelV2!ID_SpdMach_SelV2,  683,373,29,19
gauge32=Autothr_SwV2!Autothr_SwV2,  694,405,19,26,694,405,19,26
gauge33=ID_LdgLt_Left!ID_LdgLt_Left,  1127,9,46,69
gauge34=ID_LdgLt_Right!ID_LdgLt_Right,  1171,9,46,69
gauge35=ID_M80_Strobe_SwV2!ID_M80_Strobe_SwV2,  1264,45,26,40
gauge36=ID_M80_Bcn_SwV2!ID_M80_Bcn_SwV2,  1295,45,26,40
gauge37=ID_747_Batt_Sw!ID_747_Batt_Sw,  946,-1,31,70
gauge38=ID_747_PBcall!ID_747_PBcall,116,896,26
gauge39=ID_747_Alt_Wdw!ID_747_Alt_Wdw,  1021,394,78,23
gauge40=ID_altSel_Transp!ID_AltSel_Transp,  1018,420,28,14
gauge41=ID_747_VS_Wdw!ID_747_VS_Wdw,  953,354,81,22
gauge42=ID_bc_Sw!ID_Bc_Sw,  952,413,19,24
gauge43=DC8_vs_wheel!DC8_vs_wheel,  979,373,24,65
gauge44=ID_747_AthrLt!ID_747_AthrLt,  708,371,18,20
gauge45=ID_747_AP_Sw!ID_747_AP_Sw,  769,372,22,61
gauge46=ID_747_Ralt!ID_747_Ralt,  389,647,130,126
gauge47=ID_LDGdata_Call!ID_LDGdata_Call,  4,922,26
gauge48=ID_747_Fuel_Lvr1!ID_747_Fuel_Lvr1,  900,935,31,73
gauge49=ID_747_Fuel_Lvr2!ID_747_Fuel_Lvr2,  926,935,31,73
gauge50=ID_747_Fuel_Lvr3!ID_747_Fuel_Lvr3,  954,935,31,73



gauge51=ID_747_Fuel_Lvr4!ID_747_Fuel_Lvr4,  981,935,31,73
gauge52=ID_747_EICAS!ID_747_EICAS,  803,474,286,269
gauge53=ID_747_Thrust_Lvrs!ID_747_Thrust_Lvrs,  890,750,135,140
gauge54=ID_747_NavGps_Sw!ID_747_NavGps_Sw,  463,368,25,25
gauge55=ID_747_TAT_ATmode!ID_747_TAT_ATmode,  1099,446,100,99
gauge56=ID_747_AltWrng!ID_747_AltWrng,  53,900,9,9
gauge57=ID_747_GAbtn!ID_747_GAbtn,  665,840,18,17
gauge58=ID_747_SPDbtn!ID_747_SPDbtn,  686,840,18,17
gauge59=ID_747_MACHbtn!ID_747_MACHbtn,  707,840,18,17
gauge60=ID_REVERSE_1_4,  802,461,287,15
gauge61=ID_747_GPS_GS!ID_747_GPS_GS,  318,741,65,33
gauge62=ID_747_GPS_DIST!ID_747_GPS_DIST,  193,739,64,32
gauge63=ID_747_VOR_RMI!ID_747_VOR_RMI,  20,738,125
gauge64=ID_767_DME1!ID_767_DME1,  34,699,62,29
gauge65=ID_767_DME2!ID_767_DME2,  90,699,62,29
gauge66=ID_747_E1Strt!ID_747_E1Strt,  762,22,25,27
gauge67=ID_747_E2Strt!ID_747_E2Strt,  809,22,25,27
gauge68=ID_747_E3Strt!ID_747_E3Strt,  868,22,25,27
gauge69=ID_747_E4Strt!ID_747_E4Strt,  912,22,25,27
gauge70=ID_747_RaNav_Lbls!ID_747_RaNav_Lbls,  670,854,51,134
gauge71=ID_747_RaNav_Frq!ID_747_RaNav_Frq,  730,854,51,134
gauge72=ID_ADF_ID!ID_ADF_ID,  685,897,30,18
gauge73=ID_747_Xdr_Wind!ID_747_Xdr_Wind,  1127,864,87,27
gauge74=ID_Nav1_IDtr!ID_Nav1_IDtr,  540,408,26,23
gauge75=ID_Nav2_IDtr!ID_Nav2_IDtr,  1237,406,26,20
gauge76=ID_Mrkrs_Snd!ID_Mrkrs_Snd,  1144,897,30,15
gauge77=ID_747_AP_LatSel!ID_747_AP_LatSel,  888,392,52,50
gauge78=ID_747_Mrkrs!ID_747_Mrkrs,  590,450,33,80
gauge79=ID_Hdg_SelTr!ID_Hdg_SelTr,  845,415,30,20
gauge80=ID_Crs_SelTr!ID_Crs_SelTr,  850,371,29,18
gauge81=ID_747_PaxPnlV2!ID_747_PaxPnlV2,  1030,-2,103,73
gauge82=ID_747_LdgGear_V3!ID_747_LdgGear_V3,  1231,452,96,391
gauge83=ID_747_AltHld_Lt!ID_747_AltHld_Lt,  1096,382,14
gauge84=ID_TOdata_Call!ID_TOdata_Call,  4,894,26
gauge85=ID_Brake_PressV3!ID_Brake_PressV3,  1245,879,82,84
gauge86=ID_747_HSIv2!ID_747_HSIv2,  199,765,163,153
gauge87=ID_747Appr_Logic!ID_747Appr_Logic,  30,0,10,10
gauge88=ID_747_Clock!ID_747_Clock,  384,765,136,132
gauge89=ID_Chrono_Reset!ID_Chrono_Reset,  68,421,36,34
gauge90=737-400!Vertical Speed,  519,547,110,106
gauge91=ID_747_AsiV2!ID_747_AsiV2,  2,522,152,156
gauge92=ID_747_Wpt_Alert!ID_747_Wpt_Alert,  184,840,21,49



gauge93=737-400!Altimeter,  392,544,115,110
gauge94=ID_747Sby_Attitude!ID_747Sby_Attitude,  650,467,125
gauge95=ID_RMI_ADF!ID_RMI_ADF,  522,665,112,110
gauge96=ID_DH_Alert_Lt!ID_DH_Alert_Lt,  338,508,52,50
gauge97=ID_747_WrngsPnl!ID_747_WrngsPnl,  643,657,142,143
gauge98=ID_747_VorIns_Lbl!ID_747_VorIns_Lbl,  190,792,12,27
gauge99=FPDA_A330_Callout,  1293,964,23,22
gauge100=ID_Pnl4_Call_BtnV3!ID_Pnl4_Call_BtnV3,  114,862,36,33
gauge101=737-400!Autobrake,  638,-4,94,69

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window01]
size_mm=456,378
window_size=0.5
position=8
BACKGROUND_COLOR=0,0,0
VISIBLE=0
ident=GPS_PANEL

gauge00=fs9gps!gps_500,            0,0

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window02]
file=yoke4.bmp 
file_1024=yoke4.bmp 
size_mm=501
window_size_ratio=1.000  
position=0
visible=0
ident=42
window_size= 0.740, 0.400
window_pos= 0.015, 0.610

gauge00=ID_747_TOdata!ID_747_TOdata,  140,65,110,120

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window03]



file=747CM3.bmp 
size_mm=1320
window_size_ratio=1.000  
position=7
visible=0
ident=1
window_size= 1.000, 1.020
window_pos= 0.000, 0.010

gauge00=ID_747_FE_LwrPnl!ID_747_FE_LwrPnl,  389,474,960,408
gauge01=ID_747_EngVib_Pnl!ID_747_EngVib_Pnl,  1165,692,165,106
gauge02=ID_Pnl4_Call_BtnV3!ID_Pnl4_Call_BtnV3,  1253,7,55,47
gauge03=ID_747_HydrPnl!ID_747_HydrPnl,  956,164,359,304
gauge04=ID_747_PneuPnl!ID_747_PneuPnl,  582,11,396,356
gauge05=ID_747_OilPnl!ID_747_OilPnl,  30,557,350,256
gauge06=ID_747_BattPnl!ID_747_BattPnl,  372,6,208,190
gauge07=ID_747_GenSw_Pnl!ID_747_GenSw_Pnl,  -18,108,399,34

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window04]
file=yoke4.bmp 
file_1024=yoke4.bmp 
size_mm=501
window_size_ratio=1.000  
position=0
visible=0
ident=43
window_size= 0.740, 0.400
window_pos= 0.015, 0.610

gauge00=ID_747_LDGdata!ID_747_LDGdata,  140,65,110,120

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window05]
size_mm=456,378
window_size=0.5
position=0
BACKGROUND_COLOR=0,0,0
VISIBLE=0
ident=45

gauge00=ID_Pushback!ID_Pushback,  0,0,200



//--------------------------------------------------------
[Vcockpit01]
Background_color=0,0,0 
size_mm=1000,1000
visible=1
pixel_size=512,512
texture=$pnl512.bmp

gauge00=ID_747_ADI!ID_747_ADI,    95,210,110,90
gauge01=737-400!Airspeed,  25,215,70
gauge02=737-400!Altimeter,  214,227,60
gauge03=737-400!Vertical Speed,  282,225,60
gauge04=ID_747Sby_Attitude!ID_747Sby_Attitude,  340,175,70
gauge05=ID_747_EICAS!ID_747_EICAS,  430,180,150

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Vcockpit02]
Background_color=0,0,0 
size_mm=1000,1000
visible=1
pixel_size=512,512
texture=$pnl512_vc2.bmp

gauge00=ID_747_Thrust_Lvrs!ID_747_Thrust_Lvrs, 380,100,220,240

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Fixed Window30]
file=Rear.bmp 
position=7
visible=0
ident=30
render_3d_window=1
window_size= 1.000, 1.000
window_pos= 0.000, 0.000

[Default View]



X=0
Y=0
SIZE_X=8191
SIZE_Y=2650

No fear its not as complicated as it looks, I will show you step by step how to identify each aspect of a 
gauge and thereafter we will learn about the header sections of each panel, but first what is a header 
section? It’s the part that looks like this:

[Window00]
file=747main.bmp 
size_mm=1320
position=7
visible=1
ident=0

so now we need to look bellow this section for this:

gauge101=737-400!Autobrake,  638,-4,94,69

It’s the very last line of the first panel section. Right so what are you looking at? gauge101 is the 
sequential gauge number on this particular panel. If the number is repeated the program will ignore the 
second gauge with the same number, the gauge ahead will always be gauge100 and the next gauge will 
be gauge102. We will be adding other gauges in due course and that might make it even clearer. 
737-400! Denotes a folder in which the gauge itself is found in the gauges folder. Auto brake is the actual 
gauge itself. The number 638 is the horizontal position of the top left corner of the gauge. Increasing this 
number moves it right decreasing it moves the gauge left. The -4 is the vertical position of the same 
corner increasing the number lowers the gauge while decreasing the number lifts it. After a time you will 
get good enough to judge a gauge needs to move 10 points or so up, down, left or right and make the 
adjustment without much fuss. 94 is the number dictating the width of the gauge, while 69 is the height. 
Let us change 94 to read 74 and 69 to read 49. The line will now read: 
gauge101=737-400!Autobrake,  638,-4,74,49. 

It is important to note that the individual numbers are separated by a comma any other symbol will 
screw up the works, however if you want to make something disappear without removing it totally /// 
before the gauge name section will do the trick you will see the value in this strategy in due course. 

Now go back to your panel document and save your changes. Now go to your FS and select aircraft. 
When the select aircraft screen comes up just select the aircraft you are working on, do not cancel as the 
changes will not register. Now look at the gauge we just altered and notice the difference.
Okay so the gauge is smaller but now we want to reposition it.



Change 638 to read 643 now your line appears like so: gauge101=737-400!Autobrake,  643,-4,74,49 
again save and then go to aircraft select as you did above. Okay yes it has moved but not enough so lets 
change it again to 653. Yes that’s much better now lets take -4 and change it to 0 yes better but we can 
go a little more lets try 3. Now you have the basics to place any gauge anywhere on the panel that you 
choose, so now lets add a gauge.  Go to the default 747 panel folder and open the panel document as 
you did before to start editing the panel we are working on. In FS 2004 it is in the aircraft folder marked 
b747_400 scroll down the document until you find:
[Window04]
file=747_Upper_Background_640.bmp
file_1024=747_Upper_Background_1024.bmp
size_mm=550
position=2
visible=1
update_rate=6
ident=OVERHEAD_PANEL

gauge00=Boeing747-400!Anti-ice Switch, 32, 9
gauge01=Boeing747-400!Engine Start Knob 1, 81, 2
gauge02=Boeing747-400!Engine Start Knob 2, 116, 2
gauge03=Boeing747-400!Engine Start Knob 3, 152, 2
gauge04=Boeing747-400!Engine Start Knob 4, 186, 2
gauge05=Boeing747-400!Beacon Lights Switch, 252, 1
gauge06=Boeing747-400!Nav Lights Switch, 287, 1
gauge07=Boeing747-400!Strobe Lights Switch, 322, 1
gauge08=Boeing747-400!Panel Lights Switch, 357, 1
gauge09=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 427, 5
gauge10=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 472, 5
gauge11=Boeing747-400!Taxi Lights Switch, 519, 5
gauge12=Boeing747-400!Compass, 480, 38

draw_order00=gauge12, gauge09, gauge10, gauge11

Now copy the following gauges in their entirety:

gauge09=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 427, 5
gauge10=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 472, 5

Past the above, under gauge 101 on the panel we are working on twice so that your page looks like this:

gauge98=ID_747_VorIns_Lbl!ID_747_VorIns_Lbl,  190,792,12,27
gauge99=FPDA_A330_Callout,  1293,964,23,22



gauge100=ID_Pnl4_Call_BtnV3!ID_Pnl4_Call_BtnV3,  114,862,36,33
gauge101=737-400!Autobrake,  653,3,74,49
gauge09=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 427, 5
gauge10=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 472, 5
gauge09=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 427, 5
gauge10=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 472, 5

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window01]
size_mm=456,378
window_size=0.5
position=8
BACKGROUND_COLOR=0,0,0
VISIBLE=0

Now renumber it as follows:

gauge101=737-400!Autobrake,  653,3,74,49
gauge102=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 427, 5
gauge103=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 472, 5
gauge104=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 427, 5
gauge105=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 472, 5

No don’t rush back to your aircraft just yet, there is no size on default gauges so we must put them in as 
follows:

gauge102=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 427, 5, 20,20
gauge103=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 472, 5, 20,20
gauge104=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 427, 5, 20,20
gauge105=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 472, 5, 20,20

While we are at it we know that the positioning of the switches will be off so lets change those numbers 
so that we get them more or less where we want them like so:

gauge102=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 657, 35, 20,20
gauge103=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 672, 35, 20,20
gauge104=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 697, 35, 20,20
gauge105=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 712, 35, 20,20

You might notice I spaced them 20 apart same as the width of the gauge but I believe I am going to need 
to move them wider apart but lets see, now go look at the aircraft.



Okay we have the switches, way to small but near where we want them so lets adjust as follows:

gauge102=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 657, 65, 60,60
gauge103=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 762, 65, 60,60
gauge104=Boeing747-400!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 877, 65, 60,60
gauge105=Boeing747-400!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 982, 65, 60,60

Right now the bright ones among you will spot a problem, The flipping switches got a back ground oh 
woe what to do? Time to learn how to modify a gauge, make your own gauge folder and, and, and… Lets 
start by going to gauges folder and creating an empty folder inside it which we will call “Mod 747” 
Actually you can call it any name as long as its not the same as an existing folder.

Now go into the Cabinet folder in the gauges folder labeled “Boeing747-400” and copy and past the 
following to your “Mod 747” folder:

Switch_Lights_Outbd_Off
Switch_Lights_Outbd_On
Switch_Lights_Inbd_On
Switch_Lights_Inbd_Off

These are the visible files which we will modify to lose the backgrounds, however there are two 
instruction files from the “Boeing747-400” Cabinet  that are needed but which remain unmodified in the 
“Mod 747” folder and these are:

Landing Outboard Lights Switch
Landing Inboard Lights Switch



Now lets go to the “Switch_Lights_Outbd_Off” file open it with Windows paint again, and paint the 
whole background black so that you get fig.9

repeat this process for the other three files as well.
You should now have a file that looks like fig10.



Right back to our panel, now you have to tell the computer to look for a new switch in a new folder, Your 
modification will look like this:

gauge102=Mod 747!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 657, 65, 60,60
gauge103=Mod 747!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 762, 65, 60,60
gauge104=Mod 747!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 877, 65, 60,60
gauge105=Mod 747!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 982, 65, 60,60

Right time to save and lets see our result.

Cool beans now lets position them… but wait I hear you cry there are two pairs of the same switch??? 
Yes this is true, If you look back at your original photo you will see four switches, but FS only has two 
because that’s all that’s needed all we are doing is being visually accurate in having two switches doing 
the same thing and looking alike. Now where were we? Aah yes back to our panel mods I want to make 
the switches fractionally smaller so that they don’t hide bits of each other, and reposition more 
accurately, this is usually a little bit of trial and error although I only did it in two steps as I have done this 
sort of thing for so long its easy, but expect to have to do it several times to get it just right. Your final 
mod will look like this:

gauge102=Mod 747!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 665, 60, 55,55
gauge103=Mod 747!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 715, 60, 55,55
gauge104=Mod 747!Landing Inboard Lights Switch, 765, 60, 55,55
gauge105=Mod 747!Landing Outboard Lights Switch, 815, 60, 55,55

and your panel should look like fig.11.



Actually there are already switches with the background removed but I did the long way around thing so 
you could learn how to modify gauges but we now have to remove the light switches originally placed on 
the panel so now look for the following:

gauge33=ID_LdgLt_Left!ID_LdgLt_Left,  1127,9,46,69
gauge34=ID_LdgLt_Right!ID_LdgLt_Right,  1171,9,46,69

and change it to look like this

gauge33=///ID_LdgLt_Left!ID_LdgLt_Left,  1127,9,46,69
gauge34=///ID_LdgLt_Right!ID_LdgLt_Right,  1171,9,46,69

Now we have carried out a full modification to the light switch system on our aircraft right? WRONG we 
still have writing on the upper panel but no switches so lets go back to our main panel and take the 
writing out fig.12 

Ok now we have an empty space but hold on, we have the place where the switches were and if we 
fiddle a bit we can put other switches in its place so here is that mod.

gauge33=ID_M80_Strobe_SwV2!ID_M80_Strobe_SwV2,  1137,35,26,40
gauge34=ID_M80_Bcn_SwV2!ID_M80_Bcn_SwV2,  1168,35,26,40



All I have done is repeat the two switches below 33 and 34 i.e. 35 and 36 so that we have effectively 
dummy switches that work, the reason I have not given you the steps to reach this goal is because this is 
the litmus test of what you have learned can you get these two switches where I have them on the panel 
using what you learned in the placing and resizing exercise for the landing light switches? Well here is a 
secret if you can do this you can source any switch, gauge, dial you can find on one aircraft and 
accurately fit it to the panel of another if you are successful you will have fig.14.

Right the Autopilot is a difficult one for some people so we are going to make our own pop up autopilot 
and a switch to activate it and we will make our own switches for this panel as well. 

First we will need a background so once again open “747main.bmp” in paint. Now isolate the Autopilot 
removing everything else and painting it black. Then blank out all the writing and lines in the auto pilot 
panel until you have fig.15 and save as “Auto”.



Now lets return to our panel document, find the following section right up top

[Window Titles]
Window00=Main Panel
Window01=GPS
Window02=TO_DATA
Window03=FE panel
Window04=LDG_DATA
Window05=PUSHBACK

And modify it as follows:

[Window Titles]
Window00=Main Panel
Window01=GPS
Window02=TO_DATA
Window03=FE panel
Window04=LDG_DATA
Window05=PUSHBACK
Window06=Autopilot

Now look further down for this:

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window05]
size_mm=456,378
window_size=0.5
position=0
BACKGROUND_COLOR=0,0,0
VISIBLE=0
ident=45

gauge00=ID_Pushback!ID_Pushback,  0,0,200

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Vcockpit01]
Background_color=0,0,0 
size_mm=1000,1000
visible=1
pixel_size=512,512
texture=$pnl512.bmp



Lets look at the components of a header shall we.

[Window05]
size_mm=456,378
window_size=0.5
position=0
BACKGROUND_COLOR=0,0,0
VISIBLE=0
ident=45

“[Window05]” denotes which number our pop up is so that the panel can be identified by FS.

size_mm=456,378
window_size=0.5
position=0
BACKGROUND_COLOR=0,0,0
VISIBLE=0

Are attributes given that specific window, and…

ident=45

gives the panel a button to respond to.  So lets make our Autopilot window. Firstly our panel background 
is the same size and has similar attributes to our main panel so lets do a little cutting and pasting and 
typing to create another window between Window 5 and Vcockpit01. It should look as follows.

[Window05]
size_mm=456,378
window_size=0.5
position=0
BACKGROUND_COLOR=0,0,0
VISIBLE=0
ident=45

gauge00=ID_Pushback!ID_Pushback,  0,0,200

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window06]
file=Auto.bmp 
size_mm=0
position=0
visible=1



ident=0

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Vcockpit01]
Background_color=0,0,0 
size_mm=1000,1000
visible=1
pixel_size=512,512
texture=$pnl512.bmp

Visible=1 means it will be visible any time we go to the aircraft and while building the panel it is easier to 
have it so. Once we are finished we will render it invisible changing it to read Visible=0 so that it requires 
a button to activate it. So now lets give our panel the same attributes as our main panel. I will also assign 
the radio stack button to our new panel. Our modifications will end up looking like this:

[Window06]
file=Auto.bmp 
file=Auto.bmp 
size_mm=1320
position=7
visible=1
ident=RADIO_STACK_PANEL

This is where I am diverting I already know that standard Icons don’t work on this particular panel, but I 
wanted you to learn the basics of how to set up a sub panel from scratch. So now what you do is delete 
the following two entries:

“Window06=Autopilot”   from your windows list at the top of the document

[Window06]
file=Auto.bmp 
size_mm=0
position=0
visible=1
ident=0

//--------------------------------------------------------



After you have deleted this save, perhaps you felt this to be a waste of time, but I assure you it is not this 
will allow you to perform the action on other panels but as sim icons don’t work on this panel I felt it 
only fair to demonstrate the “normal” way of doing it. Now we will go to plan B we will hijack a sub 
panel, remember you still have the bitmap and this aircraft has a take off and a landing yoke sub panel I 
am going to Hi jack the landing yoke panel carry out the following alterations using what I showed you in 
our “window 6” exercise so that the sections look like this:

[Window Titles]
Window00=Main Panel
Window01=GPS
Window02=TO_DATA
Window03=FE panel
Window04=Autopilot
Window05=PUSHBACK

And…

[Window04]
file=Auto.bmp 
file_1024=Auto.bmp 
size_mm=1320
window_size_ratio=1.000  
position=0
visible=1
ident=43

Now call up our Autopilot bitmap its time to put some number screens in place when you have auto up 
on Windows Paint double click on black, an “edit colors” screen will appear, on it click the “define custom 



colors” tab. The screen will change and on the far right you will see a bar that fades from white through 
to black with a little arrow at the bottom of the bar at the black end, click and hold the arrow and lift it. 
The three number blocks directly below the bar will change from all zeros and continue to change the 
further up you go, lift the arrow until these numbers are all 10. Now click on the “add to custom color” 
tab, now press OK. The reason for this is that we want the windows we are going to create to appear 
black but if we use base black the windows will appear as holes in the panel showing what is beneath. 
Now draw four windows on the bitmap, now print labels so it then looks like fig.16

Now use grays to create some shadow effects around our windows to get fig.17 

now save. And when you look at your aircraft you will see fig.18



Now with all your collecting of various panels for seed stock you should have gained at least one Cabinet 
file of “cpt.toggles.” copy the entire content from the cabinet to your “Mod 747” folder now modify the 
two switch bitmaps to look like whatever kind of switch you want I have copied the metal basic toggle 
switch.

Ok time to fit switches to the AP.
Create the following  so that window 4 is ready and looks like this:

//--------------------------------------------------------
[Window04]
file=Auto.bmp 
file_1024=Auto.bmp 
size_mm=1320
window_size_ratio=1.000  
position=0
visible=1
ident=43



gauge00=    ,                            ,     ,    ,   
gauge01=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge02=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge03=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge04=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge05=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge06=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge07=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge08=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge09=    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge10=    ,                            ,     ,    ,

//--------------------------------------------------------

If we need more we can add as we go along, and any we don’t use we can discard once we are finished. 
First thing we know is all our toggles come from “Mod 747” so lets fill it in so that we have the following:

gauge00=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,   
gauge01=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge02=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge03=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge04=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge05=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge06=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge07=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge08=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge09=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge10=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,

Now we must  Identify the main Autopilot on/off switch so look for this document in the “Mod 747” 
folder: Autopilot.  Now type it in exactly how it is written in the folder but onto the document so that 
you now have the following:

gauge00=Mod 747!Autopilot,                            ,     ,    ,   
gauge01=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge02=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge03=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge04=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge05=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge06=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge07=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,



gauge08=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge09=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge10=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,

Do it exactly as indicated the “!” denotes the differentiation for the program to determine what is folder 
and what is gauge, also no spaces until after the comma. Now lets get some coordinates and sizes done.

file=Auto.bmp 
file_1024=Auto.bmp 
size_mm=1320
window_size_ratio=1.000  
position=0
visible=1
ident=43

gauge00=Mod 747!Autopilot,                    680,  345,  40, 60   
gauge01=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge02=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge03=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge04=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge05=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge06=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge07=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge08=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge09=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,
gauge10=Mod 747!    ,                            ,     ,    ,

Yes I already did all the fiddly place/move/place and move again until it was right. Now  in the same way 
identify and place all the switches until you have the following:

[Window04]
file=Auto.bmp 
file_1024=Auto.bmp 
size_mm=1320
window_size_ratio=1.000  
position=0
visible=1
ident=43

gauge00=Mod 747!Autopilot,                    680,  360,  35, 35   
gauge01=Mod 747!Autothrottle,                 919,  345,  35, 35   
gauge02=Mod 747!Autopilot SPD,                918,  390,  35, 35



gauge03=Mod 747!Autopilot IAS-Mach,           963,  390,  35, 35
gauge04=Mod 747!NAV-GPS,                      1008, 390,  35, 35
gauge05=Mod 747!Autopilot NAV,                1053, 390,  35, 35
gauge06=Mod 747!Autopilot HDG,                1098, 390,  35, 35
gauge07=Mod 747!Autopilot BC,                 873,  390,  35, 35
gauge08=Mod 747!Autopilot ILS,                828,  390,  35, 35
gauge09=Mod 747!Autopilot VS,                 783,  390,  35, 35
gauge10=Mod 747!Autopilot ALT,                738,  390,  35, 35

Are we finished? No we now have 4 windows wanting information and I would like to add an Auto pilot 
on light. For the light lets create another folder called “Auto 747” into it we place a copy the Autopilot 
document and a on and off light bitmap, which I will get from my “cpt.toggles.light.green” cabinet, once I 
have done that I will  go to the default 747 panel document and copy and paste the windows until I have 
the following:

[Window04]
file=Auto.bmp 
file_1024=Auto.bmp 
size_mm=1320
window_size_ratio=1.000  
position=0
visible=1
ident=43

gauge00=Mod 747!Autopilot,                    680,  360,  35, 35   
gauge01=Mod 747!Autothrottle,                 919,  345,  35, 35   
gauge02=Mod 747!Autopilot SPD,                918,  390,  35, 35
gauge03=Mod 747!Autopilot IAS-Mach,           963,  390,  35, 35
gauge04=Mod 747!NAV-GPS,                      1008, 390,  35, 35
gauge05=Mod 747!Autopilot NAV,                1053, 390,  35, 35
gauge06=Mod 747!Autopilot HDG,                     1098, 390,  35, 35
gauge07=Mod 747!Autopilot BC,                      873,  390,  35, 35
gauge08=Mod 747!Autopilot ILS,                     828,  390,  35, 35
gauge09=Mod 747!Autopilot VS,                      783,  390,  35, 35
gauge10=Mod 747!Autopilot ALT,                     738,  390,  35, 35
gauge11=Boeing747-400!Autopilot Altitude Window,   720,  340,  110, 42   
gauge12=Boeing747-400!Autopilot VS Window,         833,  340,  85, 40   
gauge13=Boeing747-400!Autopilot IAS-Mach Window,   960,  340,  80, 40
gauge14=Boeing747-400!Autopilot Heading Window,    1050, 340,  70, 40
gauge15=Auto 747!Autopilot,                        683,  400,  30, 30



I did have to adjust the bitmap so that the writing was centered under the respective switches. This little 
effort on the Auto took 2 and a half hours but that is for someone who is experienced in this interesting 
art.  If you made it this far at your first try you are a natural and with what you have learned you could, 
with a little application do as I have done, take a photo of an aircrafts cockpit and build a panel from 
scratch. If you are lost no problem go back and try it a couple more times I went through about 4 months 
of trial and error without any tutorials or guidance from anyone and learned how to build panels. It is 
pure logic and trial and error are good teachers one day you will look back and say wow it was that 
simple. Please do not distribute the modified panel as I have only  Capt. Italo D'Attomo and Capt. 
Giovanni Quai’s permission to repaint for distribution but I only have their permission to alter panels for 
my own use. If you wish to build and distribute find out who the author of the panel and any non default 
gauges that you might use most are more then happy to give you permission to modify their stuff as long 
as you credit them with being the original authors. A lot of gauges that you can download separately also 
come with release documents giving permission to use the stuff as long as they get the deserved credit. 
Should you have any questions please feel free to ask via Email address: rorythomson@ymail.com

If you would like, take this panel and get adventurous, exchange and repaint backgrounds  and generally 
fiddle and you could end up with the following, which was the panel I wanted all along. The one above is 
what we started with and the one below is the end product.
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